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PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 6, 1906.

ment of market master, wharf master and sewer inspector.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By James E. Wilhelm, Sec'y.
Mayor Yciser laid the matter before the aldermen, and on the legal
opinion of Hendrick, Miller & Marble being read. Aldermen Bell nride
a speech, ut which he infe*ed that
these unquestioned lawyers of integrity simply decided for the board
of works because they were being
paid by that body. In making this
uncalled for inference that was
looked on with discredit by the balance of the board, be remarked that
RULES AND REGULATIONS
Hendrick and his associates had the
ARE TO BE REVISED. same law books to look at that the
city solicitor used, therefore* he was
willing to abide by the decision of
the latter, and not Hendrick. Miller
After discussing the
& Marble.
lisiattAlt, Millet and Marble Say the -question, Member Miller said he all
alone believed the board of works
Abt Is Vested in the Board
had authority to name the officers
of Works.
serving under them, therefore he
moved that an ordinance be brought

WINION ON
APPOINTMENT

COAL STRIKE ON
IN CENTRAL FIELD

BOUNDARIES
,ORDINANCE TO
FOR SALOONS pEDUCE FORCE

0ntly Small Proportion of the Men
at Work in Bituminous District

•

VOL ,22,%NO.*)

MOUNT'S FATE
BEING DECIDED

I:IC
-.
gre-: coal strik began in earnest today, with the backbone Of the operaLICENSE COMMITTEE WILL
BELIEVES tors'
COLLINS
. _ CHIEF
resistance apparently damaged
in the bituminous fields. F. L. RobDECIDE LIMITS WHERE
MANY CRIMINALS
WILL
bins and some independent operators
THEY MAY EXIST.
in the Western Pennsylvaniadistrict
BE DRAWN HERE.
have signed the tepos scale contracts
presented by the miners. They mine
ao,000,000 tons of the 41,000 000 tons'
The Idea is to Concentrate the ()nag- The Policemen Claim They Were normal production of the Western ELOQUENT
SPEECH
Pennsylvania district, and of the 117,shops and Oct Most of Them
000,000
normal
production
of
the
cenBY
HON.
CO$BETT
Elected For a Year, and Will
tral competitive field, composed of
Down in Town.
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indi-Report Daily For Doti'.
ana, and Illinois.
Mr. Robbins has also signed conby
tracts to operate his Ohio and Illi- Many Continuances Granted
nois mines. A number of small inThe important qustion long agitatJudge Reed in Different
Last night the aldermanic bpard dependent operators in Ohio, some in
ed by the present city legislative
repeated
what
Monthe
council
did
Indiana, and a large number in Illiboards regarding saloons being conCases,
fined to a certain district in Paducah, day night and adopted the police nois have signed contracts.
Compared with the output of the
assumed definite form in the alder- ordinance over the veto of Mayor
(Continued on Pne Five.)
manic meeting last evening at the Yeiser, this means that the depart- resisting operators in Ohio, Indiana
VOTED DOWN THE
general assembly chamber at the ment will have to be cut to eighteen and !llinois, the independents that
city hall. In taking this step the men until the itth of June, at least, have signed in those states represent INDICTMENTS RETURNED
DIRECTOR PROPOSITION.
members of that board ordered the as not until this date does there be- only a small production, but with the
FOR TWO MURDERERS
license committee to immediately come effective the law enacted by output of the Iowa operators and of
those
of
Western
Kentucky,
the nonproceed and outline what district sa- the recent state legislature at Frankloons should be located in, and bring fort, entpowerning cities of the sec- union production of the lrwin fieW
and Wiest Virginia, besides the Rob:
their recommendation to this effect ond class to employ not less
Last evening at the board of
than
bins mines, the indications are that
Twelve men at the New Richaldermen's meeting in the city hall OF LOUISVILLE STREET RAIL- into the full board meeting for adop- thirty men upon the polite force.
from so to as per cent, of the normal mond hotel last night had placed
tion. Whenever this is done a law
general assembly chamber, there
Chief James Collins of the departwas again brought up the ques- WAY ON CERTAIN STREETS will then be enacted, legalizing the ment last night expressed himself production in the great centrally lo- it, their hands late _yesterday aftercated territory wi,11 be in operation noon, the fate of Willis Mount,
lines
boundary
authselected
by
the
'gluon of which board bad the authorwho
as being very much displeased over by the latter part of the week.
QUESTIONED.
orities.
stands
charged
of4
.4;ki13iser
ity to elect city ,market master,
Willis
the
enactment of the ordinance re'Ever since the first cif this year
Nutty in the gambling room abowe
frharf master and sewerage inspeewhen the present boards went into ducing the force because it heralds
The
Stag saloon on North Fourth
toy, the councilmen and aldermen,
safe
blowers
crimiand
office, they have informally discussed to
street a little over two years ago.
or the board of public works, anl
nals
over
the
country
that
the
police
at diffsrent times the question of reThe arguments ware,-finisthed, inas retinal of the proposition, the Eastern C.apitalists Seeking an Entry fusing to longer permit saloons to protection of this city is inadequate.
structions
instruct
given to jurors by Judge
voted
aldermen
to
Find That Some of the FranIn talking along , this line the
exist wherever the proprietors desirReed and the Case consigned to the
the ordinance committee to bring in
ed to open up anywhere in the city. chief said that he had instructed his
chises Have Lapsed.
twelve men who are now delibera measure giving the board of works
These discussions were the result of men to keep a Sharp lookout upon
ating over the matter and are exthe authority to name and control
Mayor Yeiser, in his annual message all suspicious and strange charpected to return a verdict sometime
these three officeholders, inasmuch
1st January, recommending that the acters, because they eealized from ZIONISTS
DO
NOT
PROsaloons be confined to a specified ter- experience that the criminals betoday
in the court.
as the departments in which they
POSE otall
sa
Probably
work are under supervision of the
Does the Louisville Street Railway ritory, and not any and everywhere came braver in places with small
the most eloquent and
BLUFFED.
forceful appeal ever falling from
board of works. This latter body company own the right to run its over town.
forces, than they did in cities mainThe laws of the commonwealth
lips of ultra-talented lawyer was
bad the city solicitor to look up the cars on Market street and on Brbok
timing large departments.
This question, says the permit city officials to say just
that of yesterday when Hon. Hal S.
legal phase of the question, and this street?
the
that
policemen
Some
of
say
Will Appeal to Courts to Protect
•attorney reported that the authority Herald, has been answered emphati- where saloons shall flourish, and in they intend reporting for duty every
Corbett addressed the jury in beThem Frain Elijah If He
half of Mount, whom the _able atto elect these mentioned officials, cally in the negative byodttorneys for taking this step the present legisla- day, thersiby evidencing their deCanoes Troia's.
of
idea
so
with
boards
the
do
tive
interests
outside of Louisville which
torney represents, and whose grand
lay in the councilmanic and alderare
sire
they
to
itvgJe,
aailiNeoll
residence
the
weeding
portion
the
of
speeish
manic bodies, like has been followed are seeking to enter the transportamade a more visible imprescity of these grogshops which are ob- laid off, IThey'ifill giet"-their attorsion upon jury and auditors, than
heretofore. The law being too plain tion field, and which, in looking for jectionable, especially when started neys to sae for salary due them
an opening have discovered. an allegChicago, April 4.—It was decided
gpon the subject, however, the
just the same as if they were patrol- Axiay by Overseer Voliva, of Zion that of any other address ever heard
ed illegal possession of at'
feast thesid right in the midst of a vicinity
board of works got an opinion bearfillediug
h
their beats, because their law- City, that, in view of the announced beneath that roof and it has retwo streets, and probably many more with good homes, thereby subjecting
sounded to the echo of many briling on the question, from Hendrick, by the street
railway company. The small children daily to disagreeable yers have already made them prop- return of John Alexander Dowie
Miller & Marble, the leading attor- interests represented have millions
saaround
a
enacted
scents
usually
in their from Mexico and his declared inten- liant speeches. Mr. Corbett had his
ositions, !guaranteeing to
of
neys of the city, wherein these able dollars back of them, and. are so eaj- loon.
cases, if,_,&he force is cut down and lion of making a fight against action case well in hand, be being the
leading counsel faThjecused, and it
jurists state that it is clear that er to have the question settled tffat
The committee is to outline what some of them laid off.
suspending him from office, that the was a
tht• board of works has authority it is intimated that in a few days a territory inside which they think it
treat to hear such a magnifiThe force at present is about present overseer shall be appointel
cent after eloquent- appeal made for -to select the officials working under suit will be filed in the federal court best to confine the grogshops, and it twenty-eight men; including the two
them, which includes three , named. to determine whether or not the com- is believed they will recommend that detectives, T. J. Moore and William receiver uf the church of Zion, and the life of a client. The courtroom
of all the public properties standing
most of them be kept down in the
This opinion with the following pany has any rights.
now in the name of the church. The was packed with hundreds of specBaker, . but the ordinance
saThe
suburban
section.
business
tatoss, including nearly all the atletter from the board. of works, wo
The Mayor's Attitsda.
ed to terneys of the city,
loons are the most objectionable, be- passed over the veto of the mayor courts will probably be
submitted to the aldermen last
and to a man,
*thin the latter proclaimed
This may be the first step in mu- cause of nights they seem to be the prescribes that the detectives shall appoint Voliva as receiver
evening, and goes to the council at
the address
rediscontinued
patrolman
the
be
the next few days It
also the greatest
nicipal ownership of the railway,sys- rendezvous for dissolute female charthe neat session of that body:
ever delivered in the
chief,
the
eighteen
duced
to
ormidnight
of
the
scene
acters
and
asserted by the officers of Zion courtroom.
tem. When the state of affairs was
Ky., Aprii sth, 1936. called to the attention of Mayor gies. In all cases this does not ex- Captain and lieutenant only be City, that I Dowie returns and comYsterday morning Mr. Corbett
Barth yesterday, he said immediately ist late of night only, as during the continued, which makes a total of mences legal action agiinst the
To The General Coupeilf
lead
off in the arguments and was
reputation
daytime women of bad
twenty-oae men. The new ordin- present officers of the
churith, or followed by the balance
of the city of Paducah, Ky. that he would be glad to look into
of the atthe question, and it is likely that the and men can be seen flocking to these ance does not provide for a patrol attempts to oust them, the
will torneys, •Nho were
Gentlemen: Inasanuch
as
the city attorney, judge A. E. Richards, outlying places to satisfy their hila- wagon driver, nor any extra men.
Samuel Crosscause his arrest and prosecutipn on
quarter of the cify- of Paducah vests will today be instructed to !oak into rious propensities. This does not exland and Eugene Graves for the deBy the provisions of this ordin- the charge o, misuse of fundss
fense, and John G. Lovett, Alhen
A the board of public works the the franchise rights, or lack of them, ist to such a great extent down in the ance the commissioners are directed
Votive today, acting tinder the
Barkley, and Re. Young for proseeaupervision and control -of
the of the company. When asked if he business sections, because the police to cut, down the force, and if it is
'
, around and handy to followed, this will have to be done, power of attorney he holds froM cution, latter of Illinois. The -eInarket house, etilearvew and sewers thought the city would be beneatted are alma
Dowie, filed in the office of the
sult 0,_the ratter is being eagerly
ot the city, it is the opinion of the by taking up the operation of !LA regulate thrs..grogshops, which are and a decreased force maintained
County Recorder of Lake county an
begood
their
keep
on
to
compelled
looked 'forward to as the case is
members of this boar4, ,tiliat sash lines as might be possible, considerbecomes
when
there
until June ti
assignment to Deacon Alexandv
one of the, most renowned in this
a power must necessarily carry with ing the franchises to have expired. havior.
the
of
enactment
the
effective
Granger of all the annuities mil be\
Chief of Police lames Collins of
section of the'state, and is bitterly
It the right to appsist the market Mayor Bat ti said:
Frankfort quests that have been mad
at
legislature
"strong advocate state
is
a
force
police
the
to fought on both sidesownership
believe
in
public
"I
master, the wharf master and the
to
cities
class
second
empowering
Dowie and are 'still unpaid.
wherever it is practicable, and it is of establishing boundaries for the
sewer inspector.
thirty patrolJohn Hobson Fined.
practicable when politics can be sepa- aaloons, as his experience has shown employ not less than
At the request of this board, City
rated from the work itself. That's him they have less trouble by far men.
B. Hobson was fined ;too
John
Solicitor Campbell ipvestigated the what we are going ter do in the sew- with those down in town than with
It is now said that inasmuch as
and
costs
by the court yesterday on
question and gave it as his opinion
out in the legislative bodies of this city
er building, and it can be done in oth- the establishments existing
the
charge
of assaulting Joe Woods,
that under the charter the right to er things. We are willing to take up the suburbs and residence parts.
for
manner
partisan
contend in a
while the 'indictment against the
Alderinan Samuel Hubbard last reduction of 'the department, that
app.,int those offices rests with tfftli the question of the street railway, and
tatter was continued until the next
night when this question was bronght now the police commissioners of
general council, but, that if the are ready to meet all corners."
tent of court. Hobson is -the son
question was taken into court, it
This pugnacious declartion.nf ths up wanted to know if the city could here will ,after June itth put 'on
saFREE
the
charged
ALCOHOL
license
the
raise
not
BILL
OPPOS- of the former circuit court clerk and
might construe, that under
the Mayor's willingness to probe the
the thirty men empowered by the
ED BY STANDARD OIL
married a woman from whom Joe
policy of the state in dealing with Fights of the company is taken as an loons piroportionately with the auth- state legislature bill.
to
county
and
state
COMPANY.
given
the
Woods had 'been divorced. Hobson
ority
this question in the firirt-class 'and evidence of a thorough sounding of
Detectives Baker and Moore say
recent legislaand
wife lived at Metropolis, and
atkird-class cities,_ thatlakrttilaipoiot-_, lke 'rise. If the a tasservations of raise licenses by the
make-,jht,y. inland conljnoing,,reporting_ for
C'egy the Mit Canis
bife arid—
Ts-Triie *Imre st Frairtfort -Otralte city
oh power resides in the board of -1Skise-OPPriied
the
of
balance
the
do
duty,
as
Washington. April 5.-Seuen-cent spent/the night.
being questioned, he informed
itor
folhusband
The
of
its
the
tatter
fight
will
have
the
public work&
were coal oil for illuminating purposes
the officials he believed that the mu- policemen, who claim they
is
At the personal expense of the life before it succeeds in settling the nicipal license could not be increased elected for a year and entitled to predicted as one of the results of the lowed late that night and found his
members ,of this board, ,go,, opinion queation,
probable passinglki,the law taking wife la the robins of her former
the their salary.
company on because this was not ,specified by
franchises
'
of
"The
the
husband, Joe Woods, on Legal Row.
on this **cation wailptibeltiahtlrom
asJudging from the expressions in- the•tax off denatWed alcohol. This
the streets referred to," said one of recent enactments of the state
.stabbed
e law firm of. Hendrick,,
dications are that some litigation cauies the repeated statement, beard A fight ensued and Hobson
& the attorneys interested, who does sembly.
Woods.
while
knocked
latter
the
at
the
capitol, that the -Standard Oil
arble, and their opinion is relipect: not desire the
The saloonists take out their li- will arise over the controversy.
use of his name until
is lobying against the bill. This re- Hobson down. The difficulty °cfully ,submitted herewith, for your the question is opened in the courts, censes every six months, commencport is more insistent since the bill entred while Wood was captain of
kind cOnsiderabion. The opinion. of "expired several years ago, and as the ing the first, of a calendar year, therewas favorably reported from the corn- the police force.
opgrogshops
the
that firm is to the effecr that the City has made no attempt to have the fore the grants to
mi.tee on ways and means. RepreThe case against It4 Scott, white,
power, to appoint tilt market mas- franchise sold again, the company has erating at present expire the first of
sentative
want
Dalzell
of
was
authorities
continued until the next SepPennsylvania,
city
'he
ter, the wharf master and the sewer of course, held on. They have got- July, and
that
hois currently reported to be in tember
is
He
term of court.
inapertor resides in the board o‘ ten their present hold little by little, the 'boundaries established by
favor
of
iseverything
be
will
wanted
by
licenses
the
the
young
murdering
with
charged
no
that
City Attorney Harrison Bought Fine
public works.
and so imperceptibly bat it has not time, so
trusts, oppoaora the action of the com- plumber named Stea art out on
the district.
This board has no desire to as- been noticed. But an investigation sued for saloon, outskie
citizenmittee. So did Gen. Grosvenor. With Court ore& in the redlight district
Horse From Liverymen Chas.
good
the
from
Comments
Mime any of the righti and privi- will show the facts, and the street
these
boards
exceptions, the members of the one night last fall.
the
that
large show
Stewart and
Clark Yesterday.
!Ages conferred upon the general railway company does not desire this. ship at
concommittee,
in
both Republicans and other's were eating at a lunch 'mated
everybody
by
endorsed
`are
investigate,
will
city:
attorney
the
If
council; but it respectfully insists
Democrats, were for the bill.
centrating the saloons, as it ,is bewhen 'Scott and a companitok mooed
upon exercising all the rights and the truth will soon be discovered, and
accomplished
Members of the house are receivbe
will
there
lieved
hitter
'some along. The
'railway
ainigee
comthe
whole
shake
will
it
ing letters, especially from, rural cc
privileges intended for it to rxcrcise.
good that cannot be eetimated.
yelled ,[fet. ively,, asking Stewart
City Attorney Thomas B. Hairison ctiotents, urging them to vote fort
Your body will doubtless agree' with pany."
_
shy he - a
Many lawyers have ,admitted that
nthees hd not eat the
BOSTON. yesterday 'morning bought from Liv- bill because they believe it will pr
this board that it cannot have superattactia are being made on the status E. C. SWIFT DIES IN
hole stan
'This brnught
'Charles
Clark,
of
South
eryman
virk
a
cheaper
illuminating
fluid
and
vision and control, over tha
of tti streei railway company, and
uble • and Scott shot Stewart
Boston, Mass., April 4.—E. C. Third stret, one of th finest steppers that denaturized•alcohol will he used
named, where another body saiittn, say fiat its 'tenure on the streets is
the Chicago packer, died early and 'most spirited animals seen in instead of coal oil in lamps. The farm
oitth the
deaf)!
the men actually in charge of them. of the frailest kind. With the opposi- Swift,
this morning. His case took a sud- this "section of the state. She is a ers have gotten it into their heads in
few 'too ants. '"Strstari was
This fact moves us to request the tion from a combitaation" of ipterests
den turn for the worse last night and beauty and the attorney is quite that the Standard Oil is "aerie the shipped to W$fbrffier home in Maliteral council to leave to the as powerful as their own, any weak- for several hours befo're death came
proud of her giving $22$ spot cash Measure, and that is •ufficieht reason
board of pubtie works the appoint- ness will soon be made known.
be was UnCOMICiOUS.
for /he swift beast.
for them to be for it.
ntie'oed on Rage Sin.)
,
'
44.• is•‘1•.
•

01 Sewer Inspector, Whart
a4Market Master.

Jury Given Hit- tau Yesterday Afternoon

THE FRANCHISE

ARE READY
FOR DOWIE

INNI11.11..11011.11.

CHEAP OIL ,
PREDICtED

l

FINE STEPPER'

:•••

•

AERON UT
MISSING.

given fate in the fall, but this season it will be in the spring, while
many entertainments and exciting
sportive events will come off on the
grounds.

OVERRULED
EXCEPTIONS

ed out and' landing, struck his knee
severely upon the graveled street and
badly injured it. He coul4 not walk
for many •weeks, the se red ligaments being seriously torn.

Little Sums

Start Distillery.
Mr. Frank Boone, the well known
distiller of Bar•dstown, Ky„ has ar-'1 *Pond - Du Lac, Wis., April 4.—A
grand
jury .'oday returned an indict- DR. HESSIG TRIED TO STOP rived here to become distiller and asPAUL NOCQUErS BALLOON
sociate manager for the H. Weil &
ment against Frank A. Bartlett, forSon
distillery that was bought from
mer
president
of
the
trustees
of
the
FOUND ON SEASHORE.
CONFIRMATION' OF DISthe Dr. H. T. Hessig bankrupt estate.
county insane asylum, for the alleged
The plant is in Mechanicsburg and
TILLERY SALE.
embezzlement of $1,485 of public
M.r Adolph Weil yesterday said he
funds. An indictment
was also
expected to get started today or tofound against Louis Mtanderscheld
morrow, and then while the distillery
No Trace of Sculptor and Aerial Ex- formerly asylum superintendent, for
embezzlement of $1,700, and against Dr. Meshaw Was Setected Trustee of is running make the improvements
that will enlarge the plant to several
pert Can be Found, However,
Arthur Schussler, formerly county
times its present capacity, at a cost
the 0cr Moore Bankrupt Esclerk, for the alleged embezzlement of
and He is Believed to Have
of about $10,000.
$82. All of the defendants gave nectate—Dividend in Lax Case.
Mr. Boone is one of the best disessary
bonds.
Been Killed.
tillers in the United States, having
grown up in the business with the
largest whiskey concerns in the
"se
Wednesday in the bankrupt court world.
New York, 'April 4.--e-The balloon
Dr. H. T. Ifessig filed exceptions to
Attorney H. E. Moore of Golin which Paul Nocquet, .the sculptor,
the sale of his Mechanicsburg disconda, Ill., passed through here yesmade an ascension late yesterday, HE GOT A $3o DOSE FOR BE- tillery, which was recently
disposed
was found at JO o'clock at night on
of through the bankrupt tribunal, in terday en route to Marion, Ky., on
ING DISORDERLY ON
Jones Beach, on the south shore of
order that the money could be taken legal business.
TRAIN.
Long Island. Capt. Austin, of the
to pay off his creditors who forced
life-saving station, reports today that
him into bankruptcy. Referee Bagby
the balloon had apparently landed on
overruled
the exceptions, and ocnthe beads where it had been dragged Lizzie Roberts Held to the Grand firmed the report of sale
filed by
Knowingly
Charge
of
Jury
on
along some distance in the sand.
Trustees Cecil Reed and Arthur Y.
concealing
Stolen
Property.
seem
to
inabout
the
balloon
Tracks
Martin.
Hessig excepted on the
dicate that the aeronaut had survived
ground that when the trustees sold
his flight.
the distillery, Philip Stephon bought
Paul Nocquet had made many dar- John Clawson, colored, was yes- it in, with the understanding that
NUR
ill
ingly successful attempts at aerial terday morning in the police court Stephon was afterwards ot turn it
navigation. It is not as an aeronaut fined $so and costs by Acting over to Hessig. Stephon sold it to
ST.
alone that Nocquet has attained dis- Judge Dave Cross on the charge of H. Weil & Sons however, and Ref- NOT ONE ELECTOR IN '
tinction, however. He is almost equal- being drunk and disorderly on
eree Bagby decided that Stephon had
PETERSBURG SAVED BY
ly well known as an author, sculp- Cairo passenger train coming into the right to resell to anyor4 he
Wide attention
tor and an artist.
CONSERVATIVES.
this city Tuesday night. He is the wanted to, and overruled Hessig's obAccident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerrecently was attracted to his work
jections.
negro
that
cut
the
colored
train
as a sculptor by a bronze figure of
Trustee Selected.
entitled "A porter Sam Adams, in the face, and
President Roosevelt,
Referee E. W. Bagby has returned
he
will
be
taken
back
Cairo
to
to
figure
Vacation."
This
Presidential
from Wickliffe, Ky., where he went
represented the president dragging a answer to the charge, the cutting to hold the first creditor's meeting in Constitutional Democrats Jubilant at
Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
bear by the ear, while in his right having been done over on the Illi- the Ocy Moore bankruptcy proceedTriumph in seat of
hand he holds aloft a cub. Comment nois side of the river.
ing. During the gathering of parties
Lizzie 'Roberts, white, was held
Bureaucracy.
on the figure was diversified, but the
holding accounts against Moore, they
efforts of the artist pleased the presi- tc the circuit court grand jury in selected Dr. Meshaw to take charge
dent, who sent him a complimentary $20o bond on the charge of know- of *ore's estate and look after their
letter.
ingly concealing stolen property. interests.
(Incur DoeaS•13
Her boy Bert Roberts stole a
Dividend
Declared.
St. Petersburg, April 4, 4 a. m:—
Nocquet Found.
General Cartage Business,
bicycle from Cycle Baker. a
mesIn the Robert Lax & Co. case from
The body of the ill-fated aeronant senger boy of The Postal telegraph Calloway county, Referee Bagby de- The official canvass of the vows cast
at the election on Monday, 9wing to Superior Facilities for
was found in a small creek on Long office at •Second and Broadway. clared a cl-vidend, which amounted to
Office
the unexpectedly heavy vote and the
1siand. He evidently perished from The Roberts boy got the bike from about $soo.
Freight,
Handling
Machinery
2nd
inexperience of the officials, had not
and Monroe
exhaustion and exposure as he was in front of the telegraph office
been completed at midnight, but 't And:Household
Goods.
from
Both
distance
away
long
'Phones it
found a
Excursion to Memphis.
where the messenger had left it.
is conceded that the radical tide has
the wrecked baloon.
excursion
April
15th
a
special
The police went to the Roberts On
swept to victory every one of the ióo
home on Huntingdon Row behind train will leave Paducah union depot constitutional democratic electors.
The constitutional democrats natthe Illinois Central railroad shops, tvia Illinois Central railroad, at 930
and there found the mother had 'A- a. m. for Memphis, fare for the round urally are jubilant, as the sweeping
den the wheel between some bed trip $2.00, returning leave Memphis triumph which they have won at the
April ioth at ssso p. m. No baggage capital the headpuarters of the buclothing.
will be checked on these tickets, reaucracy, is bound to have a strong
which will only be good on excursion effect on the country at large. They
train going and coming.
are now looking forward to a workJ. T. Donovan, Agent,
ing majority in the national parliaG. C. Warfield, T. A.,
ment. They already have nominated
Union Depot, Paducah, Ky. a candidate for the presidency of the
SCHOOL BOARD GIVES MRS:
lower house in the person of M. Petrunktvitch of Tver, who is regarded
THIRTY
DAYS
TO
KELLY
as one of the most able and vigorous advocates of a constitutional
DO THIS.
government for the empire.
THREE NEW YORK LETTER
INDICTS ASYLUM OFFICIALS.

count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
PEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY
and see how fast your money
grows. $1.00 will start an account

CLAWSON FINED

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
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MOVE HER ,
BAY WINDOW

J. W. HUGHES

WORKED NEW
SWINDLE
CARRIERS ARE AR-

City Engineer Washington Testifies
-a

RESTED.

That the Contended Strip Belongs to Schools.

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 FraternitABOding

BIDS FOR NEW
FIRE HOUSE WANTS NO
MORE WAR
THEY WILL BE

Charge That They Collected on Due
Stamps Which They Affixed
Secretary W. E. Pitcher, of the
Themselves.
public school board will today or tomorrow notify Mrs. E. H. Kelly that
she will have to move the bay window which projects out from her
The United States postal inspectWane over onto the Washington ors arrested three New York letter
Thursday
charged with
school building property on West carriers
working a neW swindle. The alleged
Broadway. She is given thirty days
fraud:
in which to move the window. Mrs.
The alleged fraud consisted in -afKelly owns the property on the west fixing canceled postage due stamps
of the school grounds, and her home for to cents to letters from foreign
is built right up to The line that di- ..countries, after removing the foreign
vides her property from the school stamps. The carrier then colleaed
campus.
the face of the postage due stamp
Months ago she had a bay window from' the receiver of the letter.
built on the side of her residence, Sometimes the same game was workthis vvindow projecting out several ed with foreign letters that lacked a
feet over the school property. She cam;. and then the government was
has claimed that the window was the loser. It is not known haw widesin her ground, and that she owned ly this trick Was been played, but a
the strip it occupied, while the school change in the whole method of colofficials have contended the reverse. leting postage due, especially on
Finally to settle the controversy the mail from Europe, is likely to follow.
trustees got City Engineer Washington to survey the school grounds,
and also MrS. Kelly's ground, and
CLUB COMMITTEES.
this resulted in it being shown that
the bay window projected over the President J. Q. Taylor is now flakschool grounds.
ing Out His List of Them.
The trustees have not wanted to do
any injustice to Mrs. Kelly, and will
give her thirty days in which to
Dr. J. Q. Taylor, the president of
move the window.
the Chess, Checker and Whist Club
is preparing his list of standing comDRIVING CLUB.
mittees for the ensuing twelve
PT' •
months for this social organization
This Everting the Meeting Will Be which maintains the elegant rooms
above Oehlschlaeger's drug s'Ire at
Held By Promoters.
Sixth and Broadway.
The annual election of officers was
The Paducah Driving club will
held
several weeks ago, but at the
for
meeting
the
hold
this evening
purpose of electing officers and time there was absent in California
the physician Who was re-elected
directors of the organization, and
president, which place he has had
start off their work which looks to- since the club was
first organized,
grandstand
wards erecting
the
five years ago. Each year now comtrack
stables, etc., on the race
mitteemen are chosen, and now that
grounds the company bought one he has returned from the West, he
mile out South West of Oak Grove will make his selections.
cemetery. They will doubtless make
ithe track one mile in length, and
Till Death.
wide enough for' automobile races
"I could die for you," he cried.
to be held on it. The promoters are
"Yon don't say," retorted the girl,
gager to get started off as spring is indifferently.
'here and they des e to pull off a
"And," he continued, "my life is innumber of events
ring the sum- sured for ,,25,000."
mer and fall months.
"1 am yours," she cried "till death."
, Last year the Hors Show was --tPhiladelphia Press.

Office Phone, 484-Al
Residence Phone, 323

tusuassous=======.4.
First-Classl
iWatch Work I

OPENED BY

BY EXPERT WATCN MAKERS
Prices Reasonable, !

COMMITTEE NEXT
TUESDAY.
WANTS NO MORE WAR—

i• is Bleich,'

CZAR IS IMPATIENT OVER THE
PEACE MEETING.

Trucks and Wheels for Hose Wagon

224 Broadway,

Expected Next Week—Station-

PADUCAH, KY.

man Menzler Returns to
Work Today.

Again Approaches Root on Coming

____411.11111111111P a

Hague Conference, Desiring
•
The fire committee of the municipal
legislative boards has set next Tuesday as the time for opening the bids
put in by contractors proposing to
construct. the addition that will he
made to the South Side fire department station hhuse at Fourth and
Elizabeth streets so room can be
provided for care of the fire engine
which will be put at this branch station when the addition is completed.
There are many bids in already, but
the committee wants to give every
contractor ample time to get in his
proposition, therefore the date is put
off ustil -next Tuesday.

The czar of Russia has again given evidence of his desire- for the
peace of all the world by makng another unexpected movement toward
the reconvention of The Hague conference..
Baron Rosen, the Russian ambassador, has presented to Secretary
Root a proposal for the reconvention of the conference at The Hague
early in the corning summer, and indicated that the Netherlands government had assented to the proposal.
It had been supposed that owing
to the complexity of the problems
Remodel Hose Wagon.
involved in the arrangement of even
Blacksmith Ed Morgan, who was a tentative programme for the conawarded' the contract of remodeling ference and the delays caused by the
and overhauling one of the depart- necessity. of persuading the Swiss
ment hose wagons, cannot start on government to make the time and
the work until next week sometime, programme for the approaching Red
as not until then will there arrive 'Cross convention conform as far as
from Lawrence, Mass., the new. possible to The Hague project it
wheelit, trucks, etc., ordered froth the would scarcely be possible for the
Archbald people who manufacture conference to assemble earlier than a
the parts needed. The new parts Tate date next fall and even until next
were ordered last week, and gener- year. But it now appears that the
ally it takes ten days to get here, but governments of Russia and the Neththe chief does not expect them until erlands have agreed on a satisfactory
next week sometime, giving a few date.
days of grace.
Noddle to Growlers.
Returns to Work.
If the folk that ate always growlhe fire ing about the lack of brightness in
Member Fred r Menzler of
departmpt service, will return to this world shonld suddenly see it go
work today after laying off since blazing, how they would cry aloud for
January 17th, because of a badly In- a snowstorm.—Atlanta Constitution.
jured knee. He is of the Tenth and
The London Chamber of Comb
Jones station house corps. During
January he was driving out past Oak merce has set the seal of its scholGrove cemetery with, the retired de- arly approval on the new hand-meBut
partment horse "Skeet r" attached to down "language,' Eeperanto.
the supply wagon. The animal got where, oh, where, is that speech of
scared and ran away. Menzler jump- hope and light, Volapuk?

sssillass

Ee

Summer Conference.

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a ,"Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, ET.
AlstainhallormagnlanlwalielsenseMsamewunt
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J, E. COIRLSON,
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Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Pine 133.

529 Broadway.
s.
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.phenOmenal rUni In—kMistress Nell,"
S. P. POOL.
L. 0. STKPIIICNSON,
."As You Like It," "Sweet Kitty
Bellairs" and other of her plays.
'Put in nothing has she hit the
reapular fancy as she has done in
.00
Contrary."
"Mary, Mary, Quite
• C. & ST. L. INAUGURATES This modern comedy might have
been especially made for her and
BOTH PHONES
THIS SYSTEM OF IN203-205 S. THIRD ST.
she for it, so perfectly is the one
NO. xxo
PADUCAH, KY.
Miss,
Crosother.
to
the
suited
SPECTION.
man's manifold charms, her brightness, vivacity, dash and all those
From the Vincennes Journal-Ga- much favor and it is confidently exqualities which make her comedy so
zette
we copy the following revised pected that the league will ue formto
th;Ls
play
delightful have free
'ad Men Will Have Tickers Ex- comedy so delightful have free play list of players on the K. I. T. league: ed and ready for the opening early in
May. The towns which will probMattoon.
to this comedy. The character she
amined Weekly, While InspecCatchers Schisaell, Langdon, Pe- ably be in the circuit are Hopkinsassumes is that of a modern, up-toMcCarthy, Gilman, ville, Madisonville, Henderson, Owtors Goes out Quarterly.
date young woman of wealth, who ters; pitchers
Cooper,
Holmes,
Raisor, Troutman ensboro, Bowling Green, Russellville,
fancies she has hardened her heart
Diehl and Neilds; infielders Doyle, and Mayfield, in Kentucky, and peragainst any man who may come a
Armstrong, Stepetton, McIntyre and haps Clarksville, Tennessee.
wooing. Of course she learns her,-Thomas;
outfielders Pickering, Walls,
The Nashville, Chattanooga and St. error, and the lesson is taught her Vance, Witaysr and Wilkinson.
Will Boycott Hoppe.
inby a man who fancies he, too, is
iuis railroad will next Tuesday
The young billiardists iather acts
•
Cairo.
..c a plan that has Lecil fu:- beyond the wiles ut a woman. A
Pitchers, Oscar Why and Jake like a man bent upon killing the
wed for years by the Illinois Cen- train of amusing complications feT
of last year's Fowler, Ind., goose that laid for him a golden egg.
Grimstead
il railroad, which is compelling all lowing swiftly one upon the other,
team; Guy 'Woodring, Muncie, Ind.; A special to the Republic from New
iployes to have their watches in- a succession of merry situation*,
Charles Hatch of last year's Zanes- York says:
ected regularly by a competent sparkling br;ght dialogue through- ville, 0.,
The representatives of the Bruns- WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPAteam; Walter Schurr of last
itch man. This'system has been cut make "Mary, Mary, Quite Con- year's Lebanon
wick- Balke-Collender Company were PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
team; Clifford Lane,
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO'
vogue on the I. C. for years and trary" one of the cleverest and most
of
who
played
with
Cairo last year; invited to pay a visit to the father
Meyees,
&
OFFER YOU.
new
irks admirably. Nagel
his
at
the
champion
lliard
entertaining of modern comedies. catchers, Thomas Searles of last
riders and watchmakers, of Ms
When
Miss Crosman is irresistibly charm- year's South Bend, Ind., team and academy in Tbistieth street.
of
inspector
said to
Sr.,
they
y, being the official
Hoppe,
appeared
:::========misauns
ing as Mary. All the characters :n Orvid Wolf of Muncie; first base,
at pieces for all ntployes of the I.
W. Sellinger, second base, Angelo them:
play
and
are
amusing,
the
intensely
For the next few days Wallpaand
Golconda
between here and
to do for
Marre, Ralph Beringer and J. W. "What do you expect
per that is usually sold elsewhje
week?"
irbondale, Ill., on the St. Louis di- every part is acted by a player of Somberlot, third
in
next
Willie
the
tournament
base, C. D. Conklin
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
Ion, here and Cairo, here and Ful- wide reputation.
do you me.an?" asked one
and
Chowning
Rivers;
outfielders, "What
15c per roll.
comthe
a and here and Central City.
of
the
of
representatives
Sam Van Sickle, Frank Taylor, Ed
pany.
This same firm has been made the
..
Paper usually sold at toe we will
Wagner and Claud Baylor.
ficial insypectors for the division
"Why, how about the financial arsell for Sc.
,Tacksonville.
the N., C. & St. L between here
rangements?" continued the elder
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
Pitchers, Andrews, Combs, Crosby, Hoppe.
-I Memphis, including the P crysell
at sc.
Large, Fox. Allen, McKeas, Blank, "Willie goes in on just the same
le, Tenn. branch. This means that
We
carry 'a large and complete
who
Baker, Cturington and
the trainmen on the division
Lindley; basis as every other player, and if
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
catchers, Lutshaw and Belt; infield- he wins, gets just as much out of it
is into here will have to have their
• ar.d Window Shades in all colors.
COLLINS
TO ers, Hughes, Atkinson, Hazel, Tra- as any other player who is successHAD
is. pieces inspected once each week CHIEF
, A large line of roofing and buildbue,
Berte,
and
Cauthorn
Miarohn,
reply.
the
ful,"
was
Nagel & Meyers, while every three
PRESS OFFICER CLARK
log papers, canvass and tacks.
trip
a
make
Brady,
Neel; outfielders, Livingston,
"Not much," replied Hoppe, senior,
'laths Mr. Meyers will
Miller, Barney, McCracken and Cris- "Willie gets $5,000 for playing in the
INTO SERVICE.
nn here to Memphis and Perryville
man.
tournament, or he doesn't go in. I
see that the watch of every emPachscati.
intend that he shall make as much
)ye is running properly, and if not,
e7_1AL:
Pitchers, South, Srahic, Wilgus, out of it as any other player."
etsiZ2KtUnia=2111Mait=fnraM•
gnlate it.
"Well, he does," was the emphatic
The railroad compels any employ The Chief Expects to go to Hot Aller, Ames, ,Hawk, Tadlock, Burnfield; catchers, Wiggarn, Ahring, Che- rejoinder. "There is not the slighthave a standard watch, so it will
nault; first base, Haas, Connors; sec- est discrimination as to the winnings
ep good time, because loss of a
Springs, Ark., to Attend
ond base, Frazier and Gregory; short of the players engaged."
mute in the timepiece of an engiNational Gathering.
stop, Perry and Kelly; third base, "How about Cure," said Hoppe. '
cc may mean a fearful collision,
VVioodward and Gilligan; left field, "He plays on exactly the same
tile the same may result with any
McClain and Ashford; center field, terms as 'Schaefer," wig the reply,
her attache's watch going wrong.
Taylor; right field, Miller and Fra- "or as Slosson, or as any other man."
eier.•
44-1-1-+++++++.1-1-14+4-1-1.+++++
"Hle gets paid for coming, doesn't
of
Armes
police
the
Chief
Collins,
Vincennes.
her
insisted the head of the Hoppe
force, yesterday stated that his deWalPurdue,
Whitley,
Pitchers,
AILITSEMENTS.
under
working
now
partment was
was the anconsiderable disadvantage on account lace, Sauter, Bachman and Geary; "Only his expenses,
+144-1-1-144-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-4-1-1--1-14++ of shortage of men, and that catcher-, Thou and Burson; infield- swer, "and Willie's contract with us
Mitchel!, calls for expenses when hs leaves the
this had reached such a stage he was ers, Wilkinson, French,
mes O'Neel In "Monte Cristo." compelled to press into service Pa- Barbour, Bierkette end McClelland; city, but it doesn't provide expenses
has trolman James Clark who has been outfielders, Bartley, Donovan, Moran in New York, and yoe don't think we
O'Neill
Although James
would be foolish enough to pay his
iyed the part of Edmund Dantes laid up since Christmas day with a and Wheeler.
bills when he is at
housekeeping
five severe injury caused by the negro
"Monte Cristo" almost
you?"
do
home,
Pitchers, Maxwell, Farrell, Holyousand times, and in spite of the John Tice shooting the game officer
"Then Willie doesn't get $5.000r
cross, Thomas, MeDonald, Saltmarsh
:t that he has tried again and at Eleventh *ad Broadway.
"No," was the emphatic reply.
Leangoner; catchers, Ginam n to break away from the play, The chief is working along the best
he doesn't play in the tors"Then
HarSpencer,
infielders,
Show;
best.
,do
his
nessy,
e public will not let him. Since lines possible and will
said Hoppe.
nament,"
Fleming,
Wills, O'Connell,
is is true. he has gracefully ac- Sickness and other causes bring about ringear,
the players *ho are to coinToday
YoungParker,
Blousner,
Thomas
Mentzer,
Lieutenant
the shortage.
pted the situation, and now comes
pete 'next week for hte championship
Potter is confined at his home with blood; outfielders, Hounst, Fleming,
the world met at the office of the
th a production of the play cornof
inflammatory rheumatism, and Offi- Nicole Jones, Bourns, Jenkins, Lacy.
Brunswick-Balke-Collender people to
migrate in its accessories with cer Clark was pressed into ssuirke
preliminaries. All were
e merits of Me. O'Neill's imper- and now has charge of the night
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diences that ever assembled in geons may break agan. He can re- chased the release of Pitcher
in, unless 'Hoppe shall decide to comr hoese, and to say that all were main in the office every night with cross.
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There will be a game here Sunday pete in the
tailed would be putting it mildly. ease, as he is sitting down all the
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This
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further irtVestigation revealed that
, there was something entirely wrong,
not on the part of Mr. Honer, but
the men he represented. The real
PUB SHED BY THE
design, we learn, was_to put in here
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
old machinery that had been dis(Incorporated)
carded in another mill. Of course
our people then dropped out of line.
Ilroadwel4
Building,
533
1kt Xegister
Had the Eastern people succeeded
in out-of-date machinery they would
JAMES E. WILHILLM, President. have scooped Hopkinsville's $8o,o0o,
.JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
and where would our people have
SMART S. WILHELM. Secretary. landed?"
It is stated, however, that the
Entered at the postoffice of Packspeople of Hoplcinsville have learned
tab, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
much about a cotton mill, and the
$5.0, local people now intend to organOne Year
1.30
Ilia Months
ize a company and build a mill
Las
Three Winds ..
.50 themselves. This plan is the best
One Week .
for litcities to pursue, Tor it is an
Anyone idling to recetve this paper easy matter to take money and get
regularly should report the matter to the right kind of men and maThe Register office at once. Telechinery to make such mins a sucphone Cumberland gill.
cess.

THE REGISTER

Board of

Public

Works' Position.

in Texas were fearful of an infringement of the code of ethics and that
the rights of their state would be
endangered hence the opposition. It
is safer to trust to Uncle 'Sam
in yellow fever epidemics than to
the governments of the coast states.

PRECARIOUS
TAKEN UP WITH
CONDITION THE CHAIRMAN

REV. ESHMAN RECEIVES DEFree Alcohol Bill.
The chairman of the ways and
PLORABLE NEWS FROM
means ceimmittee has reported fayPULASKL
biably on the bill and it is new up
for passage.
There is a great
necessity for free alcohol for use as
a fuel and in art and sciefce and Chief James Woods and Stationman
the report states that judging from
Hollouiell Dumped From a
the experience of other Ci!ciintries
Buggy Yesterday.
there will be no danger eafNee' venue
frauds being practiced as denatured
alcohol is poisonous and cannot be
need as a beverage.
Rev. Eshman, of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church, has received
word from Pulaski, Tenn., that his
Illinois Primary Law Invalid.
father-in-law, Mr. E. E. Reed, is
The governor of Illinois has ,been precariously ill at that place and the
assured that the late law governing physicians have about given up hope
primary elections is unconstitutional, of his recovery.
One year ago today Mr. Reed,
and will be declared invalid by the who is a big cattle dealer, was drivsupreme court. This has thiiown the ing some stock through a field when
Yates-Cullom people into' a state of one of the animals broke ..from the
alarm. The date of the primaries is drove and dashed away. M'r. Reed
was horseback and started after the
April a& The judges ,must hand
recreant animal that turned suddenly.
down their decision in time so that The rider reined his horse quickly to
if the new law is illegal there may turn and was thrown off on his
be time to issue a call to hold the head. For six weeks he was expectsufficiently
spring primaries under the provis- ed to die, but recovered
to get up. Now complications have
ions of the old law.
developed and his condition is quite
precarious.
James Howard is now wearing the
stripes of the convict the same as
Cut in the Neck.
Yesterday morning Pearl Wilson, a
Youtsey, whose confession in prison
colored boy, was standing
helped convict Howard. The Courier- small
around Fourth and Broadway, when
Journal says: "Youtsey, some time some white men gave a white boy $t
ago expressed the wish that 'Howard to whip the negro lad. The white
should be sent to the Eddyville chap cut the colored boy in the neck
decamped,
branch prison, as he did not want to with a penknife and then
before it could be learned who he
come in contact With him. With
was.
both inside the walls of the main
prison, it will be next to imposs'
Dumped Out of Buggy.
Chief James Woods and Member
for them not to meet, but thei is
Hollowell of the fire departno occasion, unless they should both Ike
ment, drove down the river front
seek it, for them to come in personal levee yesterday I-ON-look at the high
contact."
water, when the chiers- top buggy
overturned and threw both out, but
The Louisville Times remarks:
they escaped with only slight bruises.
buggy top was wrecked and the
"Dowie is said by his physician The
side lights damaged.
to be suffering froth pulmonary
trouble, paralysis, dropsy and accaAnkle Fractured.
sional delirium. He is also sufferA heavy log at the Ferguson-Paling from the effects of a hard fall." mer mill on South Third street
Yes, the poor old fraud and fakir caught Napoleon Childress, colored,
i3 down and out but alto{ *La,sort yesterday and fractured his ankle
of admiration is due him jcing painfully.
the possessor of a scheme and a
Confined With Sickness.
gall that enabled him to gull his
Mr. C L. Brunson, the florist, is
tens of thousands and twist milRowlandlions of money from their pockets. confined at his home in
illness.
attack
an
of
with
town
With all his faults Dowie it; more
reputable than those weak deludel
DIED.
FARMER
followers of his, who now turn on
their old commandese- viltify him
Wood Passed Away
and betray the trusts he reposed Ffir. James R.
Morning
at Symonia.
Yesterday
in them.
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Itself

From North End of Town—
Great
Baseball Game Tomorrow.

Second

Superintendent Lieb, of the publit
schools, will in a day or two take up
with Chairman Win. Karnes, of the
building committee, for the ooart
education, the question of cOnStft1C1-,
ing the . new building on the North
Twelfth street plot of ground the
trustees own in the Faxon addition.
The superiniendent brotight before'
the Tuesday night meeting of the
board the question of putting up the
new building on this tract of land,
but on account of the absence of
Chairman Karnes of the building 4.444.44-1-4444++.1-14-14+4-1-1-H-1-11.
committee, the matter was left over
until he was present. M. Lieb will
not wait until the May meeting of
the board to again broach the question, but will now take it up with the
building committee so they can look
into the proposition and be in position to report next month during
the regular session, whether or not
they dem it advisable to erect the
additional building.
Something has to be done his summer in the way of putting up a building, because many families in that
part of town keep their little ones at
home rather than make them walk
several miles to get to a building to
study.

In the matter of the appointment
or selection of the market master,
wharf master and sewer inspector,
Friday. April 6th, Igo&
the position of the board of public
works might be misunderstood by
,A Grand Jury's Power.
some
of the members of the general
In the matter of the power of a
council.
grand jury, the Louisville Post in
In the charters of cities of the
commenting on the charge of a New
first-class
and third-class, the legisYork judge, seems to have fully covlature specifically provides that the
ered, the case. The Post says:
"Judge Gaynor, in a charge to a board of public works shall appoint
New York grand jury, so clearly de- the heads of the respective departscribed the functions of the grand ments under its supervision and
jury that they may be well reproduc- control, and the same power is imed here for the benefit of citizens plied in the charter of second-class
who may be called to serve in this cities.
capacity. Judge Gaynor said:
But this is not the point that con"'You, gentlemen, stand at the cerns the local board of public
threshold of all criminal procedure.
You are drawn from the people, and works, for it cares but little for the
you represent them. You exclusively distribution of offices, in truth it
must exert your power. No law, no would prefer not to be annoyed by
Amateur Baseball Game.
court, no judge, no official of any
It is probable that the first baseball
applicants for the places. The point
kind or description can interfere with
game of the season will be that toyou in that power and deprive you of which concerns the board is that it
morrow between the high school
the right you now possess. Grand is given the supervsion and control
club and that from the Central Busijurors are the watchmen of civiliza- of the market houie, wharves and
ness College students. Both clubs
tion.
fine amateur players amongst
have
sewers, and is held responsible for
"'The law does not deal with prefand they have been arrangnine
the
erences or personalities. The great those utilities, yet the men who are
ing for the contest that will probably
underlying principle of the impartial in direct charge of works are to
be pulled off Saturday, as all the aradministration of the law is without supervise and control the utilities,
range-relents are nearly completed.
regard to persons or position. If
Otie"weele from next Saturday the
these rules are violated in one in- the board should also have control
Paducah boys of the high school will
stance they can be violated in other of the employment and discharge of
meet the Metropolis school team.
instances. If a law be directed to the men in direct charge of those
protect one man it can be diverted to utilities.
Under those conditions
Debate Tonight.
operatts
It
another.
condemn
Debating
Club of the high
The
the
board
will
not
only be responsithrough fixed rules, and not through
give at the
evening
this
will
school
ble for the utilities, but the conduct
passion, prejudice or favor.'
building the debate it
Washington
"The Evening Post has said some- of the men in direct charge as well.
has had to postpone the past two
thing of this kind heretofore as a This is a plain reasonable
Friday evenings on account of the inbusiness
layman; these words come from the
clemency
of the weather. The subproposition.
bench.
discussion is "Student Govfor
ject
There Tletsts ro dispositon to as"The judiciary department of the
ernment of Schools.'
goverinnent derives 46 just powers sume any of the'
,duties of the genfrom the peoplkr distinctly as the eral
VAUGHAN HOME.
council. As the representatves
executive departlegislative or
Of
'iflë
People- that body has full
ment. Together these three constiFormer Owners Turn it Over to the
power to 'inquire into and investitute government.
Purchaser. Lee Potter.
no
had
"The citizen acts as if he
gate every office and department in
part in the conduct of the judiciary,
eleven
Yesterday morning at
Several weeks ago former Sheriff
the city from the mayor clear on
The reform wave that is sweeping
but as jurorman, grand and petit, the
died
Wood
James
R.
Mr.
o'clock
Lee
D Potter bought from Mrs. M.
rule of law and the maintenance of down to laborers on the streets. over the country makes it very hazhome in the Symsonia neigh- E. Vaughan the latter's home on
his
at
hands.
his
justice are in
The general council is not only the ardous for an official to betray a borhood, after a lingering illness North Seventh between Monroe and
"Jury, service is the most important legislative body of the
city, but it trust or accept a bribe.
with the infirmitis produced by old hisdison streets. By the terms of
servicedemanded of the citizen, and
rchase Mrs. Vaughan is to give
age.
jealinaugurates
or authorizes all emin that service he Siould be as
possession by tomorrow, and is now
Give
'Em
a
Trial.
sixtyman
deceased
was
a
of
The
member
a
is
powii
is
his
of
ous
ployment or work to be done, and
soon as
The Illinois board of arbitration nine years of age and a prosperous preparing to vacate. Just as
congress or any executive officer.
then reviews what has been done
moved
will
be
residence
the
she
does
"As a grand juror he is instructed
wants to try and settle the differ- farmer of that vicinity. He is sur- into by Mr. Shelton, the foundrymati
when
it
deems
it
the
necessary.
In
To
duties.
vved by three daughters and two
by a judge as to his
ences between the Illinois coal operof Soieh Third street, who has leasperformance of those duties the other departments is committed the
sons.
ed
it as a private home.
the
ators
and
the
miners
of
of
that
servant
state.
not
the
grand juror is
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
execution of the work, and it is but
commonwealth's attorney, but the offuneeel services will be conducted,
just and propes that those depart—The independent telephone comCOST $35,000
ficer and his assistants, the clerlic
with interment following at the pany is preparing to build its long
are
ments
should have full control of
and sheriffs and all their deputies
Feezor cemetery.
distance line to Cairo out of here.
aids to the jury in the conduct of its the employment and discitarge of The Loss of Gas Caused That Exduties.
important and jrnpertgive
the men connected with them. If
pense to Well Owners.
"The usual troithle it that jurymen
otherwise,
imagconfusion
court
and
he
indifferand other officere of
Col. John B. Hall. the re*1 estate
ine that personal wishes or relations ence is likely to arise and the inman,
yesterday received a letter from
of
conduct
in_the
considered
may be
terests of the city suffer.
his brother, Mir. B. F. Hall, who retheir public dutie,s, 'Tlia law does not
sides a few miles from Caney, Kandeal with.prefetenceif,‘or personalisas, where for several weeks there
The struggle in Illinois.
ties." It" does 94 stipter what a
burned brightly the natural gas well
juryman thinks ofhtteAunday law or
The political warfare now going on that was struck tis• lightning and
he
boxes;
ballot
stuffing
eambline or
in Illinois between the forces of Sen- thereby ignited. The brother said
has to MI with the violations of the
man
ator Cullom and those of ex-Gover- that the owners of the well calculatany
that
finds
he
laws, and when
has violated the law, a grand juryman nor Yates is bitter in the extreme. It ed that they lost $750 per day for
must insist on the indictment of that is Greek against Greek.—machine ver- thirty-four days, by the well burning.
as that much gas was lost. In exman.
sus- machine, for the Cntlom eliqut plaining the 'brightetris .rf the flam"Grand jurors are the watc'hnten
ii crowd of of- ing gusher MT. Hall said thal people
of civilization.' Above all other of- represents the Federai
ficers, ,they are the guardians of •the fice-holders and the
tee supporters five miles away from the well did not
in
order
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
of
law and the up holdout
include the Deneen appointees and have to use lamps or any artificial
light to brighten their homes at night these fine models. We can save you money'and offer them with the conany community. Other iacompetent the office-holders appointed
by the for the burning well fursistied all the viction that they are the best Bicycles
that Bain, Skill and capital can
and indolent officers shield them- ex
-governor
and
held
over
by
Gover- illumination needed.
Until
produce.
selves behind the grand jury.
___J,t•,'
The well fire was extinguished one
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
a grand jury indicts, no man can be nor Deafen.
'etc., at right price*.
"They are making the fur fly," day last week.
tried."
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
said an old moss-back Democrat,
DECLARE NOMINEE.
and whichever way it goes the state
Same Old Game.
THE OLD RELIABLE.
It often occurs that cities in ttest will profit by 'the campaign and so Tomorrow
is the Time for Holding
of new industries run up against will the Democratic party. "Why,
Committee Meeting at Princeton.
"skin games," and judging from an them fellows are calling each other
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky The.
by
meaner
names
and
charging
more
Kehttickian
article in the yesterdays
Tomorrow at Princeton,
Ky.,
the city of Hopkinsville was fortun- scandalous doin's than ever our par- 'there
will be held the meeting by the
ty
leaders
were
able
to
think
of.
You
ate enough to discover that the
Democratic committee of the First
see it takes a thief to catch a thief."
congressional district fot the - purcotton mill project was not what it
ADP
pose of declaring 011ie M. James the
was represented to be.
It seems
National Quarantine Bill.
party nominee to succeed himself in
that it was the same old game of
The National Quarantine
bill congress, inasmuch as nq other asunloading a lot of worn out ma- carrying
an appropriation pirant entered the race tigt the time
chinery on the stockholders. This of
prescribed, last Tuesday.
half million dollars for use in
The district committee is compos- The very latest designs in cloth finish paper with fashionable cut en.paragraph from the Xentuckian tells Southern
cities was carried in the ed of the chairmen of the county velopes to match. We are making extremely low prices for the next
the whole story:
house through the good,- tradership committees for the cdunties In the 30 days in order to introduce the new line which we have just put
"But the gentlemen most interestin stock.
of Congressman Williams of Miss. district. As there is nothing to do
-ed were not to e caught by a
but simply declare James the nomiglittering bait and sent a man to the The Texas delegation with Bartlett nee, probabilities are not many will
other end of the line to learn who of Georgia and a few republicans be there, but most of the members
Tickets Nos, 2827, 3138, 3101 were drawn last Friday. We will pay
were doing tlie angling. First in- who objected made an insignificant give their prOnies to the few present,
$1.00 for the first one of the above tickets brought to be.
the
declarato
be
voted
in
favor
pf
dications were not favOrable, and
Better
e‘eing. A few little doctors down
come and see the other numbers drawn Oat.
tion, which is the only thing to do.

Back of -every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First Anstalt Lilo lamon Co. Tim Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any otter Comply in the
....World...
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Bicycles.....Bicycles
1906 Models Ready for Inspection.

The "Tribune," "
1 Ramble--," "Monarch"
and ``Imperial"

WILLIAMS

BICYCLE COMPANY,

FINE STATIONERY FOR POLITE
GORRESPONDME
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Harbour's, Book Department.

BE WISE AND Gr.T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PREZ
ENT ONES PUT IN
FIRST."
CLASS ORDER.
WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS Or
CLOCKS AND WATC1118.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE.
WE CARRY A4
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI.
FUL JEWELRY.

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428Broadway.
PHONE 77e-a.

PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
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Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lz..a..utarsino.
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r fare from some
and I paid my
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and commons used by them, and not
y overcoat pocket.
. ground to run a 35 fopt street from Wednesday rejected this also.
_I
change
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dirt
First adoption was given the or- leave heaps of trash and
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whenl
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firue Bill Returne Against Nashvill
s
neves has been built. He wanted when any fuel, forage or grocerie new city directories being gotten out
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this
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$65 per foot fer the
city,
Death of Mrs. Mangrum.
ed by Caron here, be bought by the
"
found—
was accepted by the board of works, the city they /shall be purchas
gro- but this lost.
"That you had been robbed while
subject tp ratification, which was from the lowest bidder. In the
wanted, to know
n
Bell
Alderma
sergeant
have
Nashville, Tenn., April' 5.—Anoth- on the train?" broke in the
given Monday night by the council. cery and forage line orders
the whereabouts of the ordinance oranthen
and
dly.
one
intereste
first
to
Now before the aldermen reached been given
dered to be brought in, creating the er sensational chapter was added yesREV. ESHMAN Cita
being office of city building inspector, and terday to the Mangrum murder, case
"No," said the man, "I found that
the proposition Mr. Gilbst supple- other dealers, without figures
lowest
had put my trousers on backward,
I
the
true
a
letting the city electrician look after when the grand jury returned
ments his original offer by stating considered, but now
GATE TO NATIONAL ASsit down. What I want
and also pekes will get"the business.
the duties of it. It Sten developed bill, charging Dr. p. Herman Feist and I can't
he wants the ifistj per
place to change 'ern."
private
a
is
MlanThere was referred back to the that the reason the building inspector with the murder of MTS. Rosa
r1 building the
that the city pay 1)
sa0City Joufneli
it.—Kan
'He got
ivate ground. committee for changes, the ordin- ordinance had not been drafted was grum on the night of December 14.
street through is
dead
the
of
re-1, 0. Mlangrum, husband
, hen a .strect ;$ ance exempting from city taxes for because there had not yet been
cAiways hereto
number of young Yale alumni
here ceived from other cities copies of the woman, is prosecutor in the case.
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E MULCAHY'S RISE
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In Japan people who have suffered
the days when the Mulcahys
'Ake Ca-ta-on-la, the sacred lake of
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farmStempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior, er, three miles south of this city, be- the very first, was absolutely unique. the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were, a bereavement not only do not put on
Men the dominating fore* in the lieves he has solved the football craze rangy took all the cretin for the discov- in the deep solitude of the forest moumin. but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear
&old.
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the try, as he does for almost everything. which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
lathy worked faithfully at the Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot- but he does not boast about it so much the east side of the Tech* at about ance with • smile upon their faces,
nothing had happened. AccordMuse year in and year out until ball age, who attends the high school
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se, in the guise of the superintan- vaded this section he was much sought ordinary when he owned up to a mis- probably no equal in the state, stye Indifference. The Japanese, he de- and colds accompanied by fever as La
from a beof a stone quarry, knocked at the after to join the Alexandria team, as take in an entry that coat the firm over the New Orleans States. Its waters clares, suffer as keenly
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wholly to
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di," with the announcement that of heroic courage. The boy confided Tom Puttee's order book to Dixie, the its depth averages from 00 to 100 purpose of the practice is
spare the feelings of other people.
•wner of the quarry was gallon' his ambition to his father, who wanted bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons feet
sorrow is to af50e and 51. Bottles.
II It at • moderate price.
The word Ca-ta-on-la means the lake To betray feelings of
to know why be desired to join an or- galloon at three cents when it should
or
mien
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flict those about us.
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fill o* the two , years unexpired por- It is a liquid, and is a varnish, stain lefts. Barry Meyers, have gone to ter is recovering from an attack of Priam, Madre Orchestra Floor Sa.so
tion of Dr. C. E. VIthitesides• three and beautifier, all combined. It is Louisville and New Albany to visit. illness.
Balcony soc, c,and $s.no--GalMr. W. F. Sinks, of Golconda. III-. -The car company is doubling its
Rooms for rent at 123 North Sev- year term. Dr. Whiteaides resigned composed of wood alcohol and other
lery s5c and 33C.
enth, with bath and modern conveni- last week because of.leaving this city parts and quickly cuts the dirt from is here to tawl for the Paducah Sad- tracks in Wallace park so traders can
Seats
on
Sale Monday • a. on.
ences.
for Cincinnati to , tleteite. He had desks, fitrniture, chairs, beds, end in dlery Company, of Fourth and Jef- be set tiff.,to the side out there dur- s,
anything
ferson.
fact
in
line.
wood
the
.
It
ing
the
sistrilitir month.
served just one peel .
also brightens'and leaves a has coat
Miss Angie Thomas has gone to
-The Resit Druggis•s association
Dirt For Salt.
-0/i'lighiT.-Fifteeu
•
acre "truck
Central Labor Bed.
of varnish, making the furniture or visit in Arlington, Ky., having ac- held its weekly meeting yesterday at
Parties desiring dirt call contracpatch," one-half mile from Paducah,
Mr. Henry Carroll, vice president desks practically new again.
Mr. companied home bliss Meynte Mc- the City Hall and talked o'er things tor WIsikel. old 'phones, office
for cash or on shares. C. C. Grass- of the Central Lobos body, tendered
Connell.
manufactures
Wbitesides
compothe
pertaining tq_the business.
490; residence var.
ham., Trueheart buiIding
his resignation, which was accepted sition himself and sells it at. so eeats
Hon. John W. Mloore, of LaCenter, -W. C. WBryan, who bought the
at the meeting of that union last evWANTED-An experienced book- effing, and L. B. La,ngston, of the a bottle.. .1* is doing a rushing ionsi.- is in this city on business, wont- county poor farm on West Tennessee
sated-lsy Cashier' Mask of the street is preparing to split it up into
keeper by large firrn. None but ex- carpenters selected to fill the vacancy. ttess in this line, ate evetybodygetve.prothsct
there.
bank
'the5
thing
a/great
what
city lots and sell the same.
perienc
man need apply. Give ref- Mr. Carroll is of the ship caulkers
is, are rapidly placing orates With
Mrs. James Wilcox and Miss
-Goldie Bunton, colored, aged as,
erences.
Address
"Book-keeper," and today goes to Ohio to locate.
him to clean up their furniture and Alice Byng left Tuesday night for Los died' of complications at the poor
care The Register.
Editor Claude Johnson, of the La- fixtures during the spring months.
Angeles, Cal., to visit their father, farm yesterday, and will be buried at
bor Journal is filling temporarily the
the county cemetery by Coroner
Mr. E. E. Byng
WHITE dining room girls wanted office. of secretm.,of the typographiIN A SANDSTORM AT SEA
Superintendent Pat Halloran, of Esker.
.C-Taigii.Sfah
and
son.
Jeffer
secretary
regular
cal union, as the
at Will
construction -A farmer's team got away from
the big Katterjohn
leaves today for a several week's
--teetaerturresei
New York, April 4.-The log of works up et Ceder Bluff, Ky., is in him at Ninth rnd Monroe yesterday.
Mr.
is
He
through
west.
tour
the
the German steamship Schonfels, the city on business.
and crashing the wagon into Colonel
A. E. Stein.
from Calcutta, which docked at the 'Dr. Edwin L. Young, of the coun- John Sinnott's front fence, tore down
foot of Forty-seventh street, South ty, is preparing to move to the city. several panels.
Corner Broadway- and Eleventh Sta.
Brooklyn, tells a story of storm ex- He was Wednesday elected county
-Tom Hicks, aged .20. colored,
periences of more varied character physician by the fiscal court.
died suddenly of heart trouble yester(opposite Iitinois Central Hotel)
than is often encoutered by Chia*: Messrs. George Hughes, Joe Bonds day at the city hospital, where he had
traders of modern times in a single Otto Inden and James Gayer yester- been ill with malaria and complicaWM:6 13- to •11voyage.
terday went to Little Rock, Ark., to tions. He lived at 426 South Seventh
Dealers Report Quite Heavy Sale of
With the exception of the time the work for a cooperage company.
street.
This Wallerstein Song.
steamship was in the Suez canal it
Mt. J. R.. Browne, of Fort Worth, -Dr. Horace Rivers today ex:01
had only one day of good weather Texas, Wednesday r earned home pects to receive some word from Dr.
tium,4134,41
9 a. m. to 6 p. rn.
from the 'time it entered the Red sea, after visiting his brother, Captain Hays of Louisville. stating what the
Mt. Herbert Wallerstein, the tal- the successioesfof disturbances it en- James M. Browne, the fife insurance chemist found in the stomach of Jeented composer, has received from his countered ranging from a sandstorm map.
mime McChesney, colored, which
Ciocinnati publishing house 5,000 in the Rd sea to a hurricane as 'It
Contractor William Karnes has was sent him for analysis.
copies of his most famous song, neared this coast and winding up returned from Benton, where he
"Mister Sun," -which can be procured with the strong westerly blow here went to figure on the new building
WATER NOTICE.
from any of the local dealers. It is yesterday afternoon, which compell- Mr. Solon Palmer is preparing- to
. The Art Exhibit Car of the
I.Patrons of the Water Company
a source of much satisfaction to his ed Captain Denker to anchor off Lib- erect.
we reminded that their water rent
many friends here to learlt that a erty island until this morning before
Wiman
Maud
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
Misses Peairl
and
4
heavy demand exists the country over he could safely dock on the exposed Shepherd of towes, and littlish Mc- expired March 311t. These who
Expert. Graduate Optician
SYSTEM •
for his Inc song, which seems to Brooklyn side of the bay.
Mlyrray of Waverly, Tenn., have re- desire to renew them should do so
have made a pronounced hit everyThe Schorrfels left Calcutta Jan. XX turned home after visiting Miss Car- before it is forgotten, as all premises
Containing scenes in the summer reSatisfaction Guaranteed,
judging from the large num- touched at Colombo Feb. 5 for rie Kolley.
where,
not paid for on or before Apra :oth,
sort regions and hunting and fishing
f.
of copies sold.
ber
hours,
reached Suez the
twenty-four
Mk. John Porteous will return, to- will be shut eff.
stricts of
His Paducah friends have been 18th and Algiers the 26th. '
morrow from Ashville, N. C, where
The prompt payment ef water
CANADA
anxiously awaiting an opportunity to
-Feb. 16, while in the Red sea, the he has been eojourning for several rents will save vexation and cost to
in tiding, othgbiAcelle specimens of obtain copies of hi songs and are ship ran into a sandstorm which last-; months for his health that is much the consumer, and unpleasant duties
hern receiving ed for, two days, covering the decks t improved.
Minting and Fishing Trophies will now delighted to fin
and annoyance to the company. ..
he on view. lieeresting, instructive such a ready sale annon st the deal- several inches deep with a fine powd-1 Mrs. Stephen WIley, of California,
ers who report an unprecedented run cry grit and keeping the officers and, has gone on home after stopping
sad entertaining
WANTED TO RENT-Two or
as compared with their sale of other men who had to be on deck continu- here to visit Mrs. Joe A. Miller of three furnished or
unfurnished rooms
DOitIsT
weitions,
_surs.zing_httiLcoughing
Sixth,___.while_-en _mute -Izo
rtmeitts-irr:fat,
from Europe.
business district and suited for light
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
Dr. Hicks' office boo Broadway.
Mrs. Will Ahles and little son, housekeeping. Must be first-class
We are closing out OUT
'Phone 432 . Residence ,1*-:7 Broad- Raymond, of near Evansville, Ind., and in good neighborhood. Address,
Notice Is hereby given that sealed
327 Broadway.
are visiting the former's parents, Mr. with terms, Box 248, city.
line of
way. Phone tag°.
bids will be received by me in behalf
of the county at my office in the
court house on Saturday, the Loh
day of April. 1906, at to o'clock a. m.,
for the purpose of funishing to the
county gravel for repairing the Hinklerille and Lovelaceville gravel- road.
The contractor will not be required
,at very little above cost.
to spread the gravel, but the same
At housecleaning time, a wilt be received by the county's insmall can of paint will cover a spector moon the road as delivered.
multitude of sins.
This is The bids arc expected to be received
housecleaning time and we are upon the yard as to the furnishing of
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVAOR.
said gravel.
LUM'PI3 CENTS PER BUSHEL..
selling
..NUT. ..I2 CENTS PER BUSHEL
Tbe undersigned reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
Dated April 5th, 1906.
E. B. JOHNSON,
Road Supereisor.
Cairo, 46.0, 1.3 rise.
Chattanooga, 8.3, 1.1 fall.
Cincinnati 0.5, 1.1 fall.
Evansville, 41.0, 0.1 rise.
Florence, 9.o,- fall.
Johnsonville, 20.0, 1.o fall.
Mt. Carmel, 22.6, o.6 rise.
Nashville, 32.7, 0.6 fall.
Pittsburg 8.5, 0.7 fall.
Davis Island Dam 9.8, 0.9 fall.
St. Louis 14.2, 0.2 rise.
Mt. Vernon, 40.3, 0.7 rise.
Paducah 394, 0.7 rise.
Burnside and Carthage missing.

Saturday, April 7,

Monday Night,
April 9th

CINDERELLA Mr. James O'Neill
MONTE CRISTO

4& KENTUCKY

Si.

Tuesday Night
pil1O.

WAN

HENRIETTA

EXCELLENT
CLEANSER

OSMAN

.74.

•
•

Mary, Mary,
Quite Contrary

comprk,a.

•••••••••••

SPECTACLES

At

PADUCAH,KY.

"MISTER SUN"

EYE GLASSES
PM: SI"
all

SaturcTay, April 7

Monday, April 91

SO OW
Adjusted
$5.00
ETES TESTED FREE
ap

FREE EXHIBITIONI

J. LWOLPF,

HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS

Prospects tor Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TPAD
LWA7ER COAL now and save money

PROMPT DELIVERY.
Foot of al

Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,

••••••••••••

Agricultural Note.
Farmers report that potatoes in
•
••• •1 ,. INCORPORATED.
pits have entirely escaped the frost,
winter. The high. price of
.Fifth and B'svay. the past
Dtvggiate,
tubers was not frost bitten, either.
t
Both Phones 175.
Lexington, Mich., News

Both Telephones254.

offio west Kento4ed. Coal Co.

Street.

•

